GRASS-FED SIRLOIN STEAK FAJITAS
This might be one of the easiest meals you are going to make this week! Slicing the Sirloin up thin
makes the cooking fast, and easier to eat too! Tons of peppers, bold flavor with the dry rub and an easy
way to get the family involved with a “make your own” meal? What’s not to love?
Makes 8-10 Fajitas
Ingredients
1 Grass Fed Sirloin Steak
½ a Red Pepper – Sliced thin (1/8”)
½ a Yellow Pepper – Sliced thin (1/8”)
½ a Green Pepper – Sliced thin (1/8”)
½ a Red Onion – Sliced thin (1/8”)
¼ cup Water
For the Rub
1 tbsp Cumin
1 tbsp Sugar
1 tsp Garlic Powder
1 tsp Onion Powder
½ tsp Chipotle Pepper
½ tsp Smoked Paprika
Salt and Pepper
2 tbsp Grapeseed Oil ( split into 1 + 1 )
Serve with:
Tortillas
Cheese
Salsa
Limes
Avocado
Let’s Begin!
1. Start by taking the steak, and running your knife through it to butterfly it ( meaning to split it in
half length wise creating two separate thin steaks ). Now slice it up thin ( ¼” thick slices) against
the grain. This will be much more enjoyable to eat, as the steak will pull apart nicely! Mix

together your Rub ingredients and use 3 tbsp to coat your sliced steak pieces. Set aside. Slice up
your peppers and onions now and have those ready for the pan!
2. Get a pan on the cook top and set it to medium high! We want to sear the steak, so the pan
should be hot. Add 1 tbsp of the oil to the pan, and once it comes to heat, add in 1/3 rd of the
steak slices. You don’t want to crowd the pan, as you wont get a good sear on it if there is too
much in it! Working in batches, sear off the steak just enough to get some color on it, but not to
OVER COOK IT as this will make the steak chewy. Remove from the pan and continue till all the
beef is seared.
3. Once the beef is cooked and resting, add the other tbsp of the oil and the onions. Stir those up
and again, get a bit of color on them. Once they have softened, add the peppers and mix this up
well with the onions. Add in another 2 tbsp of the Dry Rub to the pepper mix and give it a stir
around. Now add the ¼ cup of water to the pan. You will do this to scrape all the bits off the
bottom of the pan, and help cook down the peppers. Let this simmer for 3-4 min.
4. Now, add the Steak strips back to the pan and mix up well with the peppers. Once that’s done,
pull from the heat and serve!
Enjoy this with Warm Tortillas, Avocado, or whatever you like! Let the table make their own to suit their
taste!

Enjoy!

